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GHG / Climate Change Analysis Overview

• What was the goal of the GHG analysis?
• What methodology did we use and why?
• Were the findings useful?
• What did the independent review panel find?
• How are we updating it for the FEIS?



2007: Should we or shouldn’t we?

• Should not, because:
• No GHG scoping comments
• No requirement or standard for GHG analysis
• Project includes high capacity transit

• Should, because:
• Growing concern about climate change issues
• Project substantially increases highway throughput
• Expectations/requirements could change by the 

time we publish the DEIS
• It could inform decision-making



“Pre-Analysis” Questions

• Is climate change a real issue? 
• Yes

• Do transportation systems influence GHG emissions 
and climate change? 
• Yes

• Will CRC substantially influence climate change?
• No

• So why estimate GHG emissions for this EIS?
• Climate change is significant cumulative effect.
• Likely significant local controversy over GHG. 
• It will be important for decision-making.

• Where should it be in the EIS? 
• Cumulative impacts



Our goals for the GHG Analysis

• Compare build to no-build
• Compare build alternatives to each other
• Capture GHG effects of project impacts

• Highway Speed differences
• Duration of Congestion differences
• Highway Tolling effects (diversion and reduced auto trips)
• Transit Mode Shift effect
• LRT vs. BRT

• Understand how induced growth might affect GHG
• Less concerned with:

• Precise measurement of total GHG emissions
• Comparison of construction emissions (used Caltrans method)



Looked at Existing Methodologies

• No GHG regulatory or industry standard

• Existing methods won’t meet our goals:
• MOVES (late 2007 - not ready for prime time)
• MOBILE 6 (not suited for CO2)
• Regional VMT-based (doesn’t differentiate well; doesn’t 

capture speed effects)



Why is Speed Important?

• Fuel consumption  varies with speed
• Change in speeds impacts GHG emissions rates
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Speeds Could be Critical in Bridge Bottleneck
Existing Conditions



Speeds Could be Critical in Bridge Bottleneck 
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CRC Highway Methodology

• Traffic projections and operations

• EMME/2 for travel demand
• VISSIM for operations/speeds

• Vehicles/hr, by class, by segment, by speed (5 mph bins), for 
16 hrs/day

• Energy Consumption 

• Fuel economies for each vehicle class over a speed 
distribution (approx. CAFE standards met)

• Emission factors

• For each energy source (gasoline, diesel, bio-diesel)



CRC Transit System Methodology

• Data used

• Fuel economies for each vehicle class (bus, LRT)
• Transit schedules and headways
• Average speeds (not varied by time of day)
• Emission factors for each energy source
• Composition of primary energy sources for electricity 

generation (coal, hydro, nuclear, natural gas, etc)



What makes the methodology  useful for CRC?

• Detailed speed information throughout the day
• Accurate traffic operations in highly congested 

areas

• Captures effect of:
– Tolling on auto demand
– Transit mode shift and 
transit energy use

– Different transit modes
– Traffic flow changes with 
add/drop lanes



Externalities and Caveats

• Addressed qualitatively in GHG analysis:
• Elimination of bridge lifts
• Reduction in crashes/incidents
• Effects of induced growth

• Traffic emissions geographically limited (due to 
limits on VISSIM analysis for I-205)
• Only at bridge crossings 
• Doesn’t count all reductions
• Doesn’t count all additions due to diversion

• Payback period cannot be calculated 
• No speed variations for bus routes
• Assumes incremental technology



What did we find?

• Highway-related GHG emissions
• Every future alternative higher than existing conditions 

(because 1 million more people)
• Every Build alternative lower than No-Build
• Relatively small differences among build alternatives
• Congestion makes a difference
• Toll and HCT make a difference

• Transit GHG emissions varied substantially
• LRT lower than BRT (but depends on electric power 

source)



Locally Preferred Alternative 

• Decision makers selected the lowest GHG 
emission alternative as the Locally Preferred 
Alternative





Why isn’t everybody happy?

• Comment: “We don’t trust these findings. A 
highway project can’t possibly reduce GHG 
emissions. We want independent review.”

• Response:
• Independent Expert Review Panel
• Clearer communications and explanations



Why isn’t everybody happy?

• Comment: “Reducing GHG emissions 
compared to No-build isn’t good enough.  Each 
action should reduce 2050 GHG emissions 
75% below 1990 levels.”

• Response:
• No single project can provide the full solution
• Also need significant changes in vehicle technology 

and fuels
• Conservative analysis; does not quantify all reductions
• Only through 2030 and only direct. Indirect land use 

effects likely further reduce emission levels over time.



Why isn’t everybody happy?

• Comment: “The project will cause massive 
induced auto demand, which will overwhelm 
any direct GHG reductions.”

• Response:
• Robust analysis of potential induced growth
• Analysis suggests project will support more 

concentrated development and less auto travel
• Independent review of Induced Growth analysis



What else did DEIS discuss  regarding climate 
change?

• Broad summary of global climate change issue
• Relevance of proposed action to:

• IPCC recommendations
• State and local climate change policy and plans

• General conclusion on project’s likely effect on 
global climate change

• Potential effect of climate change on the 
project (adaptation issues)



Greenhouse Gas Expert Review Panel
Forming the Panel

Solicited nominations through:

• The National Academies, Transportation Research Board – contacted 
over 300 members of various research committees

• Other sources

Received names of about 20 potential candidates

• Eliminated those without appropriate expertise

• Selected for “independence” actual and perceived

Final Three Panel Members came from TRB nominations



Summary of Independent Expert Review              
of CRC’s Greenhouse Gas Analysis
• We find the Draft EIS methods and findings to be reasonable

• We suggest methodology refinements but don’t expect them to 
change basic conclusions (LPA has lower emissions than No Build)

• We suggest providing more explanation in the Final EIS so readers 
understand how and why the toll and transit help reduce traffic 
emissions below No Build.

• We commend the project for identifying additional ways to reduce 
GHG emissions, but mitigation is not needed

• We suggest that the Draft EIS strategies for further reducing GHG 
emissions be considered in regional and state policy



Upgrades for the FEIS analysis

• Use MOVES 2010 in place of energy 
calculations and emissions factor

• More comprehensive quantification:
• Emissions from eliminating the bridge lifts
• Fully capture toll-related diversion effects
• Complete regional emissions estimate
• Calculate payback period

• Further discussion of:
• Mode shift to biking or walking 
• Highway safety improvements (qualitative)
• Indirect effects (qualitative)

• Update CAFE standards (MOVES limits)



What’s next?
• FEIS
• How else can project reduce 

GHG?
• Generate green energy in 

ROW?
• Recharge stations at park 

and rides?
• Furhter improve bike/ped 

access to stations
• More actively support TOD
• Sustainability Plan

• What about adaptation?
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